Abstract-Just as it has irrevocably reshaped social life, the fast growth of smartphone ownership is now beginning to revolutionize the driving experience and change how we think about automotive insurance, vehicle safety systems, and traffic research. This paper summarizes the first ten years of research in smartphone-based vehicle telematics, with a focus on user-friendly implementations and the challenges that arise due to the mobility of the smartphone. Notable academic and industrial projects are reviewed, and system aspects related to sensors, energy consumption, and human-machine interfaces are examined. Moreover, we highlight the differences between traditional and smartphone-based automotive navigation, and survey the state of the art in smartphone-based transportation mode classification, vehicular ad hoc networks, cloud computing, driver classification, and road condition monitoring. Future advances are expected to be driven by improvements in sensor technology, evidence of the societal benefits of current implementations, and the establishment of industry standards for sensor fusion and driver assessment.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE internet of things (IoT) refers to the concept of connecting everyday physical objects to the existing internet infrastructure. In a potential future scenario, the connected devices could range from household appliances and healthcare equipment, to vehicles and environmental probes [1] . Two main benefits are expected to result from this increased connectivity. First, IoT enables services based on the monitoring of devices and their surroundings. Connected devices can build and send status reports, as well as take appropriate actions based on received commands. Second, IoT will provide massive amounts of data, which can be used for analysis of behavioral patterns, environmental conditions, and device performance. In the year 2020, the number of connected devices is expected to reach 13 billion, which would be an increase of 350 % since 2015 [2] . According to predictions, the main catalyst for this tremendous growth in IoT will be the smartphone [3] .
Smartphones utilize software applications (apps) to unify the capabilities of standard computers with the mobility of [2] , $138 billion (telematics, by 2020) [6] , and $45 billion (vehicle telematics, by 2019) [7] . cellular phones. Beginning with the birth of the modern smartphone about a decade ago (Nokia N95, first-generation iPhone, etc.), the smartphone has come to define social life in the current age, with almost one and a half billion units sold in 2015 [4] . The steadily increasing interest in utilizing the smartphone as a versatile measurement probe has several explanations. For example, smartphones have a large number of built-in sensors, and also offer efficient means of wireless data transfer and social interaction. The use of smartphones for data collection falls under the general field of telematics [5] , referring to services where telecommunications are employed to transmit information provided by sensors in, e.g., vehicles (vehicle telematics) or smart buildings. Thanks to the ever-growing worldwide smartphone penetration, the vehicle and navigation industry has gained new ways to collect data, which in turn has come to benefit drivers, vehicle owners, and society as a whole. The immense number of newly undertaken projects, both in academia and in the industry, illustrate the huge potential of smartphonebased vehicle telematics, and has laid a steady foundation for future mass market implementations [8] . The relation between the IoT, telematics, vehicle telematics, and smartphone-based vehicle telematics is illustrated in Fig. 1 .
There are several reasons to prefer smartphone-based vehicle telematics over implementations that only utilize vehicle-fixed sensors. Thanks to the unprecedented growth of smartphone ownership, smartphone-based solutions are generally scalable, upgradable, and cheap [9] . In addition, smartphones are natural platforms for providing instantaneous driver feedback via audio-visual means, and they enable smooth integration of telematics services with existing social networks [10] . Moreover, the replacement and development cycles of smartphones are substantially shorter than those of vehicles, and consequently, smartphones can often offer a shortcut to new technologies [11] . At the same time, the logistical demands on the end-user are typically limited to simple app installations. However, the use of smartphones in vehicle telematics also poses several challenges. Built-in smartphone sensors are generally of poor quality, and have not primarily been chosen or designed with vehicle telematics applications in mind. As a result, the employed estimation algorithms must necessarily rely on statistical noise models, taking the imprecision of the sensors into account. Further, the smartphone cannot be assumed to be fixed with respect to the vehicle, which complicates the interpretation of data from orientation-dependent sensors such as accelerometers, gyroscopes, and magnetometers [12] . Another issue is that of battery drain. An app that continuously collects, stores, process, or transmits data will inevitably consume energy, and hence, there is a demand for solutions that balance constraints on performance and energy efficiency [13] . Last, we note that the smartphone tends to follow the driver rather than the vehicle. This is often an advantage since it allows the driver to switch vehicle without losing the functionality of smartphone-based telematics services, and to access services and information also when off the road. However, this can also be a disadvantage when, e.g., collecting data for insurance purposes, since automotive insurance policies in many countries follow the vehicle rather than the driver.
A. Conceptual Description of Information Flow
In what follows, we discuss the information flow of smartphone-based vehicle telematics in more detail. The process is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Measurements can be collected from both built-in smartphone sensors and from external, complementary sensor systems. Although vehicle-fixed sensor systems can offer both higher reliability and accuracy than their smartphone equivalents, they are often omitted to avoid the associated increase in monetary costs and logistical demands. Vehicle-fixed sensors are, however, indispensable in the more general field of vehicle telematics where they can provide updates on the status of the vehicle's subsystems and characterize driver behavior [14] . After sensing and processing measurements, data is communicated from the smartphone to a central data storage facility. Vehicle data aggregated at a central point can be used in e.g., traffic state estimation, traffic planning, or comparative driver analysis. Relevant information is sent back to the individual user who can make requests of, e.g., the optimal route in terms of expected travel time to a given location or receive feedback on his driving behavior. The data storage is typically managed by a revenue-generating corporation that supports the services offered to the end-users by financing app development and data analysis [15] . The business model pursued by the corporation relies on the extraction of commercially valuable information from the data storage. Generally, data can be processed both at a local level, in the smartphone, and at a higher level, at the central data storage. Clearly, there is an inherent trade-off between the amount of computations required at a local level and the amount of data that must be sent to the central storage unit [16] . (The data set needed for a centralized analysis is often several orders of magnitude smaller in size than the total set of measurements gathered from the smartphones.) The amount of computations that are performed directly in the smartphone and at the central storage unit will depend on, e.g., the requested driver feedback and the interests of the service provider. In addition, privacy regulations may require data pre-processing or anonymization at a local level to ensure that the user's privacy is preserved when transmitting data [17] . When contemplating these issues, designers of telematics systems benefit from the availability of a multitude of dedicated hardware and software products. These include both platforms for fleet management and usagebased insurance, developed by large navigation or telecommunication companies such as TomTom and Verizon, as well as flexible, open-source solutions offered by specialized firms such as Freematics and Openmatics. Due to the large number of potential collaborators, most telematics providers attempt to streamline their operations by developing architectural designs and customizable software development kits (SDKs) that facilitate system interoperability and integration of external modules. An integral part of the discussed telematics platforms is the inclusion of a feedback-loop that enables a sensorequipped end-user to control or change his behavior based on the results of the data analysis. In smartphone-based vehicle telematics, this could be exemplified by a driver who transmits driving data and then receives feedback that can be used to, e.g., improve the safety or fuel-efficiency of his driving [18] . By contrast, telemetry refers to applications where data is collected from remote locations by one-way telecommunications. Refer to [15] , [19] , and [20] for technical details on the design of a telematics platform.
B. Contributions and Outline
The aim of this paper is to present an overview of the smartphone-based vehicle telematics field, focusing on the smartphone's role as a measurement probe and an enabler of user-interactive services. In the process, we review recent advances, outline relevant directions for future research, and provide references for further reading. The focus is on topics of fundamental importance for developers of systems for largescale smartphone-based data collection (sensor characteristics, energy consumption, the human-machine interface (HMI), transportation mode classification) and on applications that are expected to continue to develop and generate widespread interest in the coming years (insurance telematics, cooperative intelligent transportation systems (C-ITS), mobile cloud computing (MCC), road-condition monitoring). For reasons of brevity, we have omitted discussions on vehicle condition monitoring [21] , estimation of fuel consumption [22] , privacy considerations [23] , accident reconstruction [24] , and traffic state estimation [25] . The paper is organized as follows. A selection of academic and industrial projects are discussed in Section II. Then, Section III reviews system aspects, including sensor characteristics, energy efficiency, and the HMI. Following this, services and applications are covered in Section IV, which includes discussions on navigation, transportation mode classification, vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs), MCC, driver behavior classification, and pothole detection. Finally, the survey is concluded in Section V. A list of recommended reviews and other publications relating to the topics of the different subsections is provided in Table I . The distinguishing features of this survey are that it takes a holistic approach to the field, covers a broad set of applications, and that particular emphasis is placed on the opportunities and challenges that are associated with smartphone-based implementations.
II. ACADEMIC AND INDUSTRIAL PROJECTS
A large number of academic and industrial projects have been conducted within smartphone-based vehicle telematics. The projects differ in several aspects, and their value for future implementations will depend on the considered application. As an example, the possibilities for information extraction are, to a large extent, determined by the employed sensors. Fine-grained traffic state estimation generally set high demands on the penetration rate of global navigation satellite systems (GNSS)-equipped probe vehicles, whereas detailed driver behavior profiling requires high rate data from, e.g., accelerometers and gyroscopes. Thus, although there are traffic apps with millions of users, their utility may still be constrained depending on which sensors and sampling rates that are employed. By contrast, academic projects are often conducted on a smaller scale and in controlled environments, with high-accuracy sensors used to benchmark the performance of smartphone-based implementations. Next, we present a selected number of academically oriented studies, and then go on to discuss industrial projects. A summary of the considered academic projects is provided in Table II .
A. Academic Projects
CarTel, introduced at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in 2006, was a sensing and computing system designed to collect and analyze telematics data. The project resulted in approximately ten articles addressing topics such as traffic mitigation [66] and road surface monitoring [67] .
Nericell, initiated by Microsoft in 2007, was a project that specialized in smartphone-based traffic data collection in developing countries. Most of the data were collected in Bangalore, India. The final report included discussions on inertial measurement unit (IMU) alignment, braking detection, speed bump detection, and honk detection [68] . Earlier, similar projects conducted by Microsoft include the JamBayes and ClearFlow projects, which used data collected in the US to study traffic estimation by means of machine learning [69] .
The Mobile Millennium project, conducted in collaboration between the University of California, Berkeley, and Nokia, included one of the first large-scale smartphone-based collections of traffic data. The project resulted in more than forty academic publications, primarily in the field of applied mathematics [71] , [75] , [76] . Several future challenges were identified, all the way from defining the business roles of the involved actors, to delivering efficient driver assistance while minimizing distraction [70] . The project was extended by the Mobile Millennium Stockholm project in Sweden, in which position data were collected at one-minute intervals from 1500 GNSS-equipped taxis [77] .
The Movelo Campaign introduced a smartphone-based measurement system that focused on applications within insurance telematics. As part of the campaign, If P&C Insurance [h] of data were collected from more than 1000 registered drivers [9] , [15] . The project was the first large-scale study focusing on local data processing and real-time driver feedback. Published articles discussed, e.g., estimation of fuel consumption [22] , driver risk assessment [78] , and business innovation [79] .
The Future Cities project, conducted by the University of Porto, focuses on traffic management in urban environments. The studied research areas include sustainability, mobility, urban planning, as well as information and communication technology. Data have been collected from hundreds of local buses and taxis equipped with vehicle-fixed GNSS receivers and accelerometers. Among other things, the project led to the development of the SenseMyCity app, which can be employed to, e.g., estimate fuel consumption or investigate the possibilities for car sharing [74] .
B. Commercial Projects
The market for insurance telematics, i.e., automotive insurances with a premium that is based on driving data, has grown to include more than fifteen million policyholders [80] . Most insurance telematics programs collect data by the use of in-vehicle sensors or externally installed hardware components, referred to as black boxes, in-vehicle data recorders, or aftermarket devices. The data collection process is often associated with large costs attributed to device installment and maintenance. However, by collecting data from the policyholders' smartphones, it is possible to decrease the logistical costs while at the same time increase driver engagement and transparency [9] . For example, in 2014, the telematics provider Vehcon launched the app MVerity, intended as a stand-alone insurance telematics solution, for the mere cost of $1 per year and vehicle [81] . As of June 2016, there were thirtythree active smartphone-based insurance telematics programs (including trials) [80] . The proliferation of smartphones has also had a huge impact on the taxi industry. Specifically, companies such as Uber, Ola Cabs, and Careem are providing apps that connect passengers and drivers based on trip requests, while incorporating dynamic pricing, automated credit card payments, as well as customer and driver ratings. In June 2016, Uber was valued at $66 billion [82] . Additional examples of apps specifically designed for vehicle owners include: Waze (acquired by Google in 2013 for $1.15 billion), allowing drivers to share information about, e.g., accidents, traffic jams, and road closures; iWrecked, facilitating easy assemblies of accident reports; Torque, enabling the smartphone to extract data from in-vehicle sensors; FuelLog, logging fuel consumption as well as the maintenance and service costs of the vehicle; and Lyft, connecting passengers and drivers for on-demand ridesharing.
To summarize the section, a large number of projects related to smartphone-based vehicle telematics have been conducted both in academia and in the industry. The conducted projects differ in the employed sensors, the number of users, the required logistics, and the considered applications. The primary drivers for future projects are expected to be found in applications related to, e.g., insurance telematics, ridesharing, and driver assistance.
III. SYSTEM ASPECTS
This section discusses system aspects of smartphone-based vehicle telematics. We review available sensors, battery usage, and the HMI. Many of the covered topics are relevant in a broad range of applications, and hence, this section will serve as a basis for the subsequent section that covers services and applications.
A. Smartphone Sensors
In the following, we review the exteroceptive (acquiring external information: GNSS, Bluetooth, WiFi-based positioning, cellular positioning, magnetometers, cameras, and microphones) and proprioceptive (acquiring internal information: accelerometers and gyroscopes) sensors and positioning technologies commonly utilized in smartphones.
1) Exteroceptive Sensors: iPhone devices employ a built-in black-box feature called Location Services to provide apps with navigation updates. The updates are obtained by fusing WiFi, cellular, Bluetooth, and GNSS data. WiFi and cellular positioning are mainly used to aid the initialization of the GNSS receiver (the stand-alone accuracy of these positioning systems is generally inferior to that of a GNSS receiver). However, the coverage of WiFi and Bluetooth in urban environments is continuously being improved, enabling position fixes in areas where GNSS signals often are unavailable. Location Services provide three-dimensional position updates with horizontal and vertical accuracy measures, as well as planar speed, planar course, and timestamps. Details on the positioning methods utilized in Locations Services and their associated accuracy can be found in [29] and [83] . In contrast to smartphones from the iPhone series, Android devices enable apps to read GNSS messages in the NMEA 1803 standard. The standard includes not only GNSS measurements of position, planar speed, and planar course, but also additional information such as detailed satellite data (refer to [84] for details on NMEA 1803). According to reports, raw GNSS measurements, such as pseudoranges and doppler shifts, will eventually become accessible from all new Android phones [85] . This will enable both tighter information fusion and more application-dependent GNSS signal processing.
Thanks to its high accuracy and availability, GNSS is often the positioning technology of choice in today's location-based services (LBSs). Nevertheless, the performance of commonly utilized GNSS receivers has been found to be a limiting factor in a number of ITS applications [86] . Performance evaluations of GNSS receivers in several commercial smartphones are presented in [87] and [88] . All of the studied smartphones were found to provide horizontal position measurements accurate to within 10 [m] with a 95 % probability. Since comprehensive performance evaluations of GNSS receivers in real-world scenarios often are both time-consuming and costly, simulationbased methodologies are an attractive complement. Using simulations, test scenarios can be repeated in a controlled laboratory setting, with many possibilities for error modeling [89] . Obviously, the external validity of such experiments will be limited by the simulator's ability to mimic the contributions of the numerous error sources in real-world GNSS scenarios [90] . The standard update rate of smartphone-embedded GNSS receivers is currently 1 [Hz] . A higher sampling rate would allow high-dynamic events to be captured with greater resolution, and could therefore be beneficial for many vehicle telematics applications [91] .
A triad of magnetometers measure the magnetic field (magnetic flux density) in three-dimensions and is in many applications used as a compass, indicating the direction of the magnetic north in the plane that is tangential to the surface of the earth. In other words, smartphone-embedded magnetometers can often be used to gain information about the orientation of the smartphone. The accuracy of smartphone-embedded magnetometers has been studied in [92] , which reported mean absolute errors in the order of 10 − 30 [°] when estimating the direction of the magnetic north during pedestrian walking. In vehicle telematics, the use of magnetometers is further constrained by magnetic disturbances caused by the vehicle engine [93] - [95] . However, in some cases these disturbances can be used to extract valuable information. For example, magnetometers can be placed on the road side to detect and classify passing vehicles based on the magnetic fields that they induce [96] . Unfortunately, studies on how to extend this work to implementations using vehicle-fixed or smartphoneembedded magnetometers are scarce.
The possibilities for information extraction based on builtin smartphone cameras are continuously increasing as a result of improved image resolutions and increased frame rates. Smartphone cameras can for example be used to aid an inertial navigation system [97] , to detect or track surrounding vehicles [98] , to estimate the gaze direction of drivers [99] , to detect traffic signals [100] , to recognize license plates [101] , or to detect traffic signs [102] . Geometric camera calibration is a vast topic encompassing the estimation of intrinsic (describing the internal geometry and optical characteristics of the image sensor) and extrinsic (describing the pose of the camera with respect to an external frame of reference) parameters, as well as the joint calibration of cameras and motion sensors [103] . Calibration approaches specifically designed for smartphone-embedded cameras are presented in [104] - [108] . Generally, camera-based implementations are constrained by their high computational cost, and requirements on, e.g., orientation and visibility. Moreover, they also tend to raise privacy concerns from users. As a result, they are often disregarded in telematics solutions that prioritize reliability and convenience.
Although microphones cannot directly be used for purposes of navigation, they may be used to provide information regarding context and human activities [28] . In vehicle telematics, microphones have been used for honk detection [68] , emergency vehicle detection [109] , as well as audio ranging inside of the vehicle [110] . The use of smartphone-embedded microphones has brought attention to issues of user privacy, and several related legislations can be expected in the coming years [111] .
2) Proprioceptive Sensors: A triad of accelerometers and a triad of gyroscopes comprise what is known as a 6-degrees of freedom IMU, which produces three-dimensional measurements of specific force (non-gravitational acceleration) and angular velocity. As shown in [112] , the cost of smartphoneembedded IMUs has steadily decreased and is expected to continue to do so during the coming years (a smartphoneembedded IMU can be expected to cost less than $1 for the manufacturer). IMUs in smartphones are considered to belong to the lowest grade of inertial sensors (the commercial grade), and can exhibit significant bias, scale factor, misalignment, and random noise errors [113] . Detailed error analyses of IMUs in ubiquitous smartphone models have been conducted in [114] - [117] . The maximum sample rate of IMUs in smartphones is typically in the order of 20 − 300 [Hz] . By fusing IMU and GNSS measurements, it is possible to obtain highrate estimates of the vehicle's position, velocity, and attitude [113] . In addition, IMUs are commonly used for the detection of, e.g., harsh braking [63] , potholes, and speed bumps [67] .
B. Complementary Sensors
In addition to using built-in smartphone sensors, information can also be obtained from vehicle-installed black boxes or from the vehicle's on-board diagnostics (OBD) system. The OBD system is an in-vehicle sensor system designed to monitor and report on the performance of a large number of vehicle components. As of 2001, OBD is mandatory for all passenger cars sold in Europe or in Northern America. OBD data can be sent from an OBD dongle to a smartphone using either WiFi or Bluetooth [118] . The dongles cost from around $10 (the cost of an OBD dongle used for insurance telematics is typically higher), with the exact price dependent on factors such as smartphone compatibility, data output, and hardware configuration including built-in sensing capabilities. Developers may also benefit from vehicle-independent open source hardware and software APIs such as OpenXC, manufactured by Ford. Following the installation of a small hardware module, OpenXC deploys a user-friendly interface to give Android applications access to real-time data from in-vehicle sensors, and also supports a library for testing and prototyping in Python.
Some of the most commonly used OBD parameters include measurements of vehicle speed, engine revolutions per minute, throttle position, and airflow rate. The utility of OBD measurements of speed have been compared with standalone smartphone solutions in the context of acceleration-based accident detection [118] , detection of harsh braking [9] , maneuver recognition [119] , [120] , and vehicle speed estimation [115] , [117] , [121] . On the one hand, OBD measurements are not subject to multipath errors (unlike GNSS measurements) and only rely on vehicle-fixed sensors (as opposed to smartphone sensors whose readings often are affected by the dynamics of the smartphone with respect to the vehicle). On the other hand, smartphone-based solutions benefit from the high sampling rate of the embedded IMU and can often provide contextual information related to, e.g., the driver's activities prior to driving [31] . Fusion of OBD and smartphone data for vehicle positioning is discussed in [122] .
C. Energy Consumption
The energy consumed by technology and hardware in smartphones has been identified as a key factor in the design of new services and applications. Recognizing that the GNSS receiver often can be attributed to a large share of a smartphone's energy consumption, plenty of research has been invested into the design of low-power LBSs. Examples of LBSs include applications for personal tracking, weather or traffic updates, delivery optimization, social services, games, and emergency call localization.
In dynamic tracking, the GNSS receiver is only turned on when GNSS updates are expected to result in a sufficiently large improvement of the navigation accuracy. Dynamic tracking can be roughly categorized into two overlapping branches: dynamic prediction and dynamic selection. In dynamic prediction, the localization uncertainty is quantified using less power-intensive sensors [124] . Accelerometers are for example often used to assess if the target is moving or not. In dynamic selection, the navigation system alternates between GNSS and low-power positioning systems (e.g., WiFi-based) by considering the time and location dependence of 1) the accuracy requirements of the application; and 2) the performance of the positioning technologies. For example, the localization accuracy requirements for turn-by-turn navigation will typically increase as the vehicle approaches an intersection [125] , and GNSS measurements are known to be unreliable in urban canyons [126] . By exploiting such variations in required accuracy, the smartphone can dynamically choose the positioning technology that will optimize the trade-off between localization accuracy and energy efficiency (see Fig. 3(a) ). Although sampling the GNSS receiver less often typically leads to a decrease in the energy consumed per time, the total energy required per GNSS sample will increase as a result of the cold/warm/hot-start nature of the receiver [125] .
Several additional measures can be taken to improve the energy efficiency of smartphone-based LBSs. For example, navigation filters are often complemented by digital mapmatching. The resulting increase in localization accuracy will depend on the road density (the performance of map-matching algorithms generally deteriorates in areas where the road density is high), and hence, this must be considered in the design of energy-efficient sampling schemes [127] . Generally, mapmatching reduces the error growth during inertial navigation and thereby makes it possible to rely only on low-power inertial sensors for a longer period of time. Another option is to reject GNSS measurements completely. One example can be found in [128] , which considers map-aided cellular positioning of vehicle-fixed mobile devices. An additional alternative is to employ cooperative localization, i.e., to fuse sensor measurements, e.g., GNSS and ranging measurements, from several near-by smartphones. In this way, it is possible to reduce the total number of GNSS updates, and thereby also the energy consumption, while maintaining sufficient localization accuracy [129] .
For easy reference, Fig. 3 (b) displays typical figures of energy consumption for the smartphone-embedded sensors discussed in Section III-A. Additional parameters charac-terizing the energy consumption attributed to transmission, computation, and storage, can be found in [130] - [132] . Since the exact energy characteristics are dependent on many factors, including the device model, sensing specifications, and smartphone settings, the provided figures should be interpreted as order-of-magnitude approximations. As an example, the energy consumption attributed to the IMU will depend on the IMU model, the chosen sampling rate, and eventual dutycycling schemes [123] . It should also be noted that the inertial sensors and magnetometers themselves generally consume less energy than stated in Fig. 3(b) . However, since many smartphones use the main processor to directly control the sensors, continuous sensing often incurs a substantial energy overhead. A potential remedy is to let a dedicated low-power processor handle the tasks of duty cycle management, sensor sampling, and signal processing, thereby allowing the main processor to sleep more frequently [133] .
In smartphone-based vehicle telematics, the issue of battery drainage can be mitigated by using a battery charger connected to the vehicle's power outlet (cigarette lighter receptacle). Similarly, several telematics solutions combine sensors, battery, and a charger in a single device that connects to either the OBD port or the cigarette lighter receptacle [134] .
D. Human-Machine Interface
The term HMI encompasses all functionalities that allow a human to interact with a machine. Our main interest is the human-smartphone interface in applications of smartphonebased vehicle telematics. Refer to [135] for details on humanvehicle interfaces.
The design of a human-smartphone interface can be considered to have two objectives [136] . First, the interface must be efficient. In other words, the tasks of control and monitoring should be performed with as little computational and human effort as possible. Second, the interface should be configured to minimize driver distraction. Hence, all driver-smartphone communication should be dynamically integrated with the driving operations and discourage excessive engagement in secondary tasks. As noted in [137] , driver distraction due to smartphone usage has become one of the leading factors in fatal and serious injury crashes. For example, having a conversation on your phone while driving can in some situations increase the crash risk by a factor of four [39] , with texting typically being even more distracting [138] . Four facets of distracted driving can be identified: cognitive distraction, taking your mind off the road; visual distraction, taking your eyes off the road; auditory distraction, focusing your auditory attention on sounds that are unrelated to the traffic environment; and manual distraction, taking your hands off the wheel [37] . While smartphone usage may contribute to each of these types of distractions, the distraction caused by smartphone calls is mainly cognitive and auditory in nature [139] . In other words, the use of hands-free equipment do little to alleviate this distraction. In what follows, we discuss the current use of audio and video in human-smartphone interfaces, and describe how the interfaces can be designed to not interfere with the task of driving. Audio communication has proven to be an efficient method for relaying information to the driver while minimizing visual and manual distractions. For example, in [125] , respondents generally thought that vehicular navigation benefited more from turn-by-turn voice guidance than from visual map display. In addition to voice guidance, many driver assistance systems also make use of audio alerts. One example is the iOnRoad app, which provides warning signals when detecting speeding, insufficient headway, or the crossing of a solid line. Although voice control is an integral part of many apps, its use can at times require a significant cognitive workload. Refer to [40] and [41] for details on how different auditory tasks affect, e.g., reaction times and headway distances. Table III describes how the activities of texting, dialing a phone number, having a conversation on the phone, and delivering voice commands relate to the four facets of distracted driving.
Most human-smartphone interfaces are, to a large extent, based on visual communication utilizing touch-based operations and virtual keyboards. Obviously, visual display is the most efficient way to deliver complex information such as annotated maps. In addition, displayed information is not intrusive in the same way as, e.g., audio, and therefore, it allows the driver to manually coordinate driving maneuvers and information gathering. The smartphone display may also be used for augmented reality, i.e., to overlay computergenerated graphics onto images of reality. This has been utilized in apps such as iOnRoad, which highlights the vehicle's current lane in a real-time video shown in the smartphone display, and Hudway, which creates a head-up display (HUD), independent of the existing vehicle technology, by reflecting smartphone images in the windshield. The latter technique is particularly valuable in low visibility conditions since it enables the driver to see the curvature of the upcoming road overlaid in sharp lines on the windshield. Smartphone-based HUDs could also be used to spearhead the rollout of targeted and interactive in-vehicle advertising of, e.g., gas stations or restaurants [140] . Similarly, capitalizing on partnerships between OEMs and marketers, the vehicle intelligence system could trigger ads for roadside assistance or suitable repair shops [141] . In general, the increasing prevalence of invehicle HUDs is expected to both reduce collisions (thanks to automated obstacle detection) and discourage inattentive driver behavior [142] . By using the Google and Apple standards Android Auto and CarPlay, respectively, any smartphone operation can be directly integrated into the HUD, thereby further reducing visual and manual distractions. However, according to predictions, only 9% of the automobiles on the road in the year 2020 will have a built-in HUD [143] , and consequently, there will continue to be a high demand for inexpensive and flexible aftermarket solutions.
As should be evident, the level of concentration required for the task of driving varies with both the vehicle's state and the traffic situation. Hence, to satisfy requirements on communication efficiency while minimizing driver distraction, the driver-smartphone interactions should be adjusted with respect to, e.g., the vehicle's speed and location [144] , [145] . This idea is utilized in apps such as DriveID, which enables customized restrictions of smartphone functionality while driving.
IV. SERVICES AND APPLICATIONS
Next, we cover practical applications within smartphonebased vehicle telematics such as navigation, transportation mode classification, C-ITS, MCC, driver behavior classification, and road condition monitoring.
A. Navigation
As opposed to navigation utilizing vehicle-fixed sensors, smartphone-based automotive navigation is constrained by the fact that the sensor measurements depend not only on the vehicle dynamics, but also on the orientation, position, and movements of the smartphone relative to the vehicle. In the following, we describe what this means for a designer of a smartphone-based automotive navigation system, and review methods for estimating the orientation and position of the smartphone with respect to the vehicle. Subsequently, we discuss supplementary information sources and how these can be used to improve the navigation solution.
1) Smartphone-Based Vehicle Navigation and Smartphoneto-Vehicle Alignment: Low-cost automotive navigation is often performed by employing a GNSS-aided inertial navigation system (INS), fusing measurements from a GNSS receiver and an IMU. Typically, a GNSS-aided INS will provide three-dimensional estimates of the vehicle's position, velocity, and attitude (orientation) [113] . The estimates have the same update rate as the IMU measurements; refer to [174] - [176] for examples of smartphone-based GNSS-aided INSs. Since the measurements originate from sensors within the smartphone, a smartphone-based navigation system will provide estimates of the smartphone's, rather than of the vehicle's, dynamics and position. For the position and velocity estimates, the difference is typically negligible (when considering applications such as driver navigation and speed compliance) as long as the smartphone remains fixed to the vehicle. However, the attitude of the smartphone may obviously be very different from the attitude of the vehicle. To construct estimates of the vehicle's attitude based on estimates of the smartphone's attitude, one typically needs some knowledge of the smartphone-to-vehicle orientation. In [174] , the smartphones were fixed to the vehicle during the entire field test, and the smartphone-to-vehicle orientation was estimated using measurements from a vehiclefixed tactical-grade IMU that had already been aligned to the vehicle frame. In most practical applications though, measurements from IMUs that have been pre-aligned to the vehicle will not be available. As a consequence, several stand-alone solutions for smartphone-to-vehicle alignment (estimation of the smartphone-to-vehicle orientation) have been proposed. In Table IV , publications discussing smartphone-to-vehicle alignment are categorized based on the employed sensors. Often, the estimation will use IMU measurements and exploit the fact that the vehicle's velocity is roughly aligned with the forward direction of the vehicle frame [12] . Moreover, the smartphone's roll and pitch angles can be estimated from accelerometer measurements during zero acceleration [154] , the smartphone's yaw angle can be estimated from magnetometer measurements [147] , the vehicle's roll and pitch angles can in many cases be assumed to be approximately zero [43] , and the vehicle's yaw angle can be estimated from GNSS measurements of course (or consecutive GNSS measurements of position) 1 [173] . Alternatively, the smartphone-to-vehicle orientation can be estimated by applying principal component analysis to 1) accelerometer measurements [168] : most of the variance is concentrated along the longitudinal direction of the vehicle frame, and most of the remaining variance is concentrated along the lateral direction of the vehicle frame; or 2) gyroscope measurements [163] : most of the variance is concentrated along the vehicle's yaw axis, and most of the remaining variance is concentrated along the vehicle's pitch axis. The variances of the accelerometer measurements along the longitudinal and lateral directions are associated with forward acceleration/deceleration and vehicle turns, respectively. The variances of the gyroscope measurements along the yaw and pitch axes are associated with vehicle turns and changes in the inclination of the road, respectively. The three coordinate frames and commonly used methods to infer their relation are summarized in Fig. 4 . A data-driven comparison of GNSS, magnetometer, and accelerometer-based methods for smartphone-to-vehicle alignment is presented in [177] .
Once the smartphone-to-vehicle orientation has been estimated, the IMU measurements can be rotated to the vehicle frame, thereby making it possible to estimate, e.g., the acceleration in the vehicle's forward direction directly from the IMU measurements (see Section IV-E). Although smartphone- to-vehicle alignment can normally be performed with good precision when the smartphone is fixed with respect to the vehicle (the errors presented in [12] were in the order of 2 [°] for each Euler angle), the process is complicated by the fact that the smartphone-to-vehicle orientation may change at any time during a trip. Moreover, the accelerations and angular velocities experienced by the smartphone when it is picked up by a user are often orders of magnitude larger than those associated with normal vehicle dynamics [43] . Therefore, the vehicle dynamics observed in measurements collected by smartphone-embedded IMUs tend to be obscured by the dynamics of the hand movements whenever the smartphone is set in motion with respect to the vehicle. Solutions presented in the literature have discarded the IMU measurements during detected periods of smartphone-to-vehicle movements, and then re-initialized the inertial navigation once the smartphone is detected to be fixed with respect to the vehicle again [68] . Obviously, GNSS data can still be used for position and velocity estimation, even when the IMU measurements are discarded. However, stand-alone GNSS navigation suffers from both its low update rate and its inability to provide attitude estimates.
2) Smartphone-to-Vehicle Positioning: The problem of estimating the smartphone's position with respect to the vehicle is closely related to the problem of driver/passenger classification, i.e., determining whether a smartphone belongs to the driver or a passenger of the vehicle. Usually, it is assumed that the smartphone is placed in the vicinity of its owner, and hence, smartphone-to-vehicle positioning makes it possible to assess whether the owner of a given smartphone also is the driver of the vehicle. While neither of these problems are critical to vehicle positioning, driver/passenger classifications are of use in several applications, including distracted driving solutions [134] , and insurance telematics [178] . A large number of classification features have been considered. One alternative is to study human motions as measured by the smartphone. Studied motions have included vehicle entries [94] , seat-belt fastening, and pedal pressing [178] . The dynamics of the two former motions will typically differ depending on which side of the vehicle the user entered from. Similarly, the detection of pedal pressing always indicates that the user sat in the driver's seat. While these features possess some predictive power, they are susceptible to variations in the motion behavior of each individual. In addition, they are constrained by the assumption that the user carries the smartphone in his pocket. A second option is to utilize that the specific force, measured by accelerometers, will vary depending on where in the vehicle the accelerometers have been placed [165] . The effect is most clearly seen during high-dynamic events such as when passing a pothole or during heavy cornering [44] . Typically, the measurements from a smartphone-embedded accelerometer must be compared with measurements from an additional smartphone (that has a different position in the vehicle) or from the OBD system (assuming that the vehicle trajectory can be approximated with a circle [134] ). Since the difference in the specific force measured by two accelerometers only depends on their relative position, and not on their absolute positions, methods of this kind can only be used for absolute positioning within the vehicle when the absolute position of one of the sensor nodes is already known [44] . A third option is to utilize audio ranging. Proposed frameworks have used smartphone-embedded microphones to recognize, e.g., the vehicle's turn signals [178] , or high frequency beeps sent through the car's stereo system [110] , [180] . The latter positioning systems are in general very accurate. However, the required vehicle infrastructure (Bluetooth hands-free systems) can only be found in high-end vehicles, and thus, implementations in older vehicle models necessitate expensive aftermarket installations [134] . A fourth option is to estimate the relative position of two devices from their GNSS measurements. However, since the errors normally are heavily correlated in time and often exceed the typical device distance, convergence can be expected to be slow [43] . A fifth option is to utilize vehicle-installed technology to directly identify the driver and the passengers, without making use of any smartphone sensors. If needed, the data or the results from the driver/passenger classification can then be communicated to all personal devices in the vehicle and be used to, e.g., customize their settings based on the design of distracted driving solutions. This of course assumes that each smartphone already has been associated with its owner's identifying characteristics. One way to implement a system of this kind is to record speech using directional microphones attached to each seat [181] . Each smartphone can then compare the recorded audio with its own unique pre-stored voice signature, and can thereby identify the seat of the smartphone owner. Some additional approaches to driver/passenger classification are to identify drivers from their driving characteristics, so called driver fingerprinting [182] , to position smartphones in the vehicle using Bluetooth or near field communication [178] , to position smartphones based on photos taken with embedded cameras [183] , or to detect texting while driving based on texting characteristics [184] . A selection of publications related to driver/passenger classification are summarized in Table V. 3) Supplementary Information Sources: Several supplementary information sources can be employed to improve the navigation estimates. These include road maps, road features, and dynamic constraints. By using this information to aid an INS, it is often possible to reduce the dependence on GNSS availability. Next, we discuss the three mentioned information sources and how they can be integrated with sensor measurements. Map-matching (MM) algorithms use location-based attributes (speed limits, restrictions on travel directions, etc.) and spatial road maps together with sensor measurements to infer locations, links (arcs between nodes in a road map), or the path of a traveling vehicle [42] . The algorithms are broadly categorized as online or offline, with the former primarily being used for turn-by-turn navigation, and the latter being used as, e.g., input in traffic analysis models. Although GNSS has been established as the dominant source of input data to map-matching algorithms, cellular positioning has been employed in several instances [185] . In addition, IMU or odometer measurements can be used to increase the estimation rate and bridge GNSS signal outages. Since many MM algorithms have been developed for navigation products using data from dedicated GNSS receivers, they often have to be modified to cope with the low temporal density and poor quality of GNSS data from smartphone-embedded receivers [186] . Today, digital road maps are created using both professional methods based on, e.g., satellite imagery, and using crowdsourcing by collecting GNSS traces from smartphone-equipped drivers. The gains of crowdsourcing have been magnified by the ubiquity of smartphones, thereby motivating many navigation service providers to replace the commercial maps used in their products with crowdsourced open license alternatives. One of the most popular crowdsourcing platforms is OpenStreetMap (OSM), which benefits from a large community of contributing users enabling rapid updates to changes in geography or traffic regulations [187] . However, just as many other crowdsourced databases, OSM, to some extent, suffers from logical inconsistency (duplicated lines, dead-ended one-way-roads, etc.) [188] , and incomplete coverage (missing or simplified objects) [189] .
Artificial position measurements can be obtained by detecting road features associated with map locations. Typically, IMUs are used for the detection. Previously studied road features within smartphone-based automotive navigation include turns [125] , bridges [128] , potholes [164] , traffic lights [190] , tunnels [191] , and speed bumps [192] . As demonstrated in [193] , driving events such as turns, lane changes, and potholes can be used to enable smartphone-based lane-level positioning. The problem of building a map of road features was considered in [190] , which used GNSS position traces collected from smartphones to detect and map traffic lights and stop signs. In the future, we can expect more implementations to make use of the vast research on simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) conducted by the robotics community.
Constraints on the vehicle dynamics are employed to reduce the dimension of possible navigation solutions, and thereby improve the estimation accuracy. For example, the estimated altitude of the vehicle can be constrained when the vehicle is expected to travel on an approximately flat surface or when a topographic map is available [194] , the vehicle's speed and angular velocity can be constrained to comply with the minimal turning radius [195] , and the estimated velocity can be assumed to be aligned with the forward direction of the vehicle frame [12] .
Last, we note that measurements from smartphoneembedded motion sensors and positioning technologies often display signs of pre-processing, which can affect the navigation capabilities of the device. One potential reason for this is that the sensor measurements have been filtered through builtin filters, designed to, e.g., mitigate sensor failures or increase accuracy. As a result, the measurements can may display signs of latency or temporal error correlation [196] . Unfortunately, the transparency of built-in estimation filters is typically low.
B. Transportation Mode Classification
As opposed to in-vehicle sensors, smartphone-embedded sensors can be used to collect data not only on automotive driving, but also on pedestrian activities, bus rides, train rides, etc. Hence, for those smartphone-based vehicle telematics applications where the primary interest lies in data collected while traveling in a specific vehicle type, accurate transportation mode classification is an essential capability. For example, in insurance telematics and participatory bus arrival time prediction systems, the primary interest typically lies in car trips [43] and bus trips [197] , respectively. Smartphone-based transportation mode classification have also been employed for general trip reconstruction, which may be used for health monitoring or in studies of travel behavior [47] . While it would be theoretically possible to let the smartphone users manually label their trips or start and stop the data collection, the resulting burden would discourage many people from using the app to begin with [15] .
In the days before the breakthrough of the smartphone, mobile-based transportation mode classification only utilized cellular positioning [198] , [199] . Today, the classification primarily relies on GNSS receivers and accelerometers. The classification methods can be divided into heuristic rulebased approaches and machine-learning methods [200] , [201] . In some cases, the algorithm will in a first stage attempt to detect the time points when the user switches from one mode to another, and in a second stage classify each segment of data between two such identified switches. Obviously, the accuracy of the classification is in these cases constrained by the accuracy of the mode-switch detection [200] . Generally, it is comparatively easy to separate motorized modes from non-motorized, and hence, many studies will first make a coarse classification by attempting to detect all motorized data segments [202] , [203] . The classification benefits from that pedestrians and bicyclists have more freedom to change their direction than automobiles [204] , and that the typical speeds achieved when, say, riding in passenger cars and walking, tend to be very different [205] .
There are several measurement features that can be used to separate different motorized modes. For example, the acceleration and braking frequency of disconnected vehicles that move alongside other traffic (i.e., cars, buses and trams) tends to be vastly different from that of vehicles moving independently of other traffic (i.e., trains) [202] . Similarly, [48] illustrated that the distributions of mean (as taken over a complete trip) absolute accelerations can be expected to be very different for trains, trams, cars, and buses. Moreover, cars are more prone to be involved in quick driving maneuvers than larger vehicles [202] , often reach higher speeds on the freeway [205] , and does typically not, as opposed to public transport, permit walking inside the vehicle. Of course, public transport also tends to make a larger number of stops per driven kilometer. Furthermore, if information on timetables, bus routes, or rail maps are available, this will clearly simplify the identification of the corresponding transportation modes [203] , [206] . It may also be possible to make use of semantic information, such as home and work location, and information on behavioral patterns [48] . Likewise, one may use that if the last recorded car trip ended at a given location, it is likely that the next recorded car trip starts at the same location. In [46] , it is also proposed that one could use prior probabilities on different transportation modes that are dependent on the current day of the week, the current month, or the weather. For example, people are more likely to walk longer distances in clear weather than they are when it is raining.
Proposals on how to reduce the energy consumed by smartphones collecting data for transportation mode classification have included sparse GNSS sampling [200] , implementations only utilizing inertial sensors [202] , [207] , and an increased use of cellular positioning. In the last case, one option is to let changes in the cellular position estimates indicate when the user moves from indoor to outdoor settings. A GNSS fix does then only have to be attempted when the user is expected to be outdoors [47] . Last, we note that it is possible to label trips made with a specific vehicle by installing dedicated vehicle-fixed devices that can communicate with the smartphone. Previous devices used for this purpose have included iBeacons [208] , smart battery chargers [15] , or near-field communication tags mounted on a smartphone cradle [15] .
C. Cooperative Intelligent Transportation Systems
The idea of cooperative intelligent transportation systems (C-ITS) is to fuse measurements and information from vehicles, pedestrians, and local infrastructure within a limited geographical area. Studied applications include collision avoidance [209] , emergency vehicle warning systems [210] , traffic mitigation [211] , and vehicular surveillance for crime investigation [212] . The considered information content can be characterized by its local validity, i.e., its spatial scope of utility, and its explicit lifetime, i.e., its temporal scope of validity [50] . Fig. 5 displays the local validity and explicit lifetime of several content types typical for applications within C-ITS. The communication of information in C-ITS is performed over a VANET, i.e., a type of mobile ad hoc network (MANET) where vehicles are used as mobile nodes [49] . VANETs comprise both vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communications. Typically, one assumes the employment of the IEEE 802.11p standard for local wireless communication, exclusively dedicated to vehicular environments. However, despite a vast amount of conducted research, the deployment of real-world VANETs has been slow. This is primarily due to the large costs associated with the required communication transceivers, i.e., the costs of setting up local roadside units and installing on-board units in vehicles [213] . Using smartphones in VANETs is appealing both from a cost perspective and because it facilitates the integration of pedestrians, bicyclists, and motorcyclists into the network. Nevertheless, the use of smartphones also brings about some technical difficulties. Most importantly, commercial smartphones are not equipped with the IEEE 802.11p interface. More so, [52] concluded that it is currently not feasible, neither from an economical nor from a practical point of view, to make smartphones compliant with the IEEE 802.11p standard. One solution is to make use of the sensing, computing, and storage capabilities of the smartphone, and then use Bluetooth or WiFi to send data from the smartphone to a low-cost in-vehicle 802.11p device, only equipped with the most indispensable communication technology. This 802.11p device can in turn be used to communicate with roadside units or other on-board units [214] , [215] . Implementations have also been proposed where the wireless communication is instead partially or completely based on the IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n standards [213] , [216] - [218] , or on cellular connectivity [51] , [219] . However, the link performance of the IEEE 802.11a/b/g/n standards is expected to be worse than under the IEEE 802.11p standard. Whether the performance is sufficient for time-critical safety applications in smartphone-based VANETs is still an open question [220] . The pros and cons of different wireless technologies in VANETs are reviewed in [51] . Refer to [217] and [221] for details on the implementation of a smartphone-based VANET.
Notable real-world deployments of VANETs include the Cooperative ITS Corridor, a planned vehicular network that will initially be deployed on motorways in Austria, Germany, and the Netherlands. The project's main focus will be on utilizing the IEEE 802.11p interface for safe and environmentally friendly driving [222] . In Japan, vehicle drivers are provided with real-time traffic information through the Vehicle Information and Communication System (VICS). Traffic data is collected from road sensors and then sent to vehicles with installed VICS units. As of 2015, the total number of installed VICS units was over 47 million [223] . Japan also holds a 3.5-hectare ITS Proving Ground in Susono, Shizuoka, where Toyota conducts research on C-ITS. Although large-scale realworld implementations of smartphone-based VANETs have yet to be studied, smaller field tests on V2V communications have been conducted for applications within, e.g., platooning [224] .
D. Mobile Cloud Computing
MCC refers to the concept of offloading computation from mobile nodes to remote hosts. By exploiting resources of "the cloud", mobile users can bypass the computation and storage constraints of their individual devices. Resources can either be provided by a remote cloud, serving all mobile devices, or be provided by a local cloud, utilizing resources from other nearby mobile devices [53] . Lately, MCC applications have been discussed in the context of VANETs, giving rise to the term vehicular cloud computing (VCC). Vehicular clouds differ from internet clouds in several aspects. One distinguishing feature derives from the unpredictability of the vehicles' behavior. Vehicles can unexpectedly leave the VANET, and hence, the computation and storage scheme must be made resilient to such events. Moreover, VCC is often performed using so called vehicular cloudlets, i.e., clouds utilizing the resources of surrounding vehicles without requiring an active internet connection. The use of vehicular cloudlets will generally both reduce the transmission cost and increase service availability [54] . The network architecture proposed in [56] divides the vehicular cloud into three layers. These are the earlier described vehicular cloudlet, the roadside cloudlet, composed of dedicated local servers and roadside units, and the central cloud (the basic internet cloud). 2 As illustrated in Fig. 6 , usage of the added resources provided by the outer layers of the vehicular cloud tends to come at the expense of an increased communications delay.
VCC have been applied in industrial projects conducted by Ford, General Motors, Microsoft, and Toyota. The focus has been on providing navigation services and infotainment systems with features such as voice-controlled traffic updates and in-vehicle WiFi hotspots [55] . Academic works have discussed implementations where the smartphone acts as a middle layer that collects data from in-vehicle sensors and simultaneously connects to the internet cloud [225] , or where the vehicular cloud acts as a cloud service provider for smartphones [226] . The studied applications have included pedestrian protection [227] , collision avoidance [228] , cyber parallel traffic worlds [229] , and camera-based route planning [230] . MCC has also been applied at a sensing level to, e.g., mitigate the large energy consumption of GNSS receivers. In [231] , raw GNSS signals were uploaded from a mobile device to the cloud for post-processing. Leveraging the computational capabilities of the cloud and publicly available data such as the satellite ephemeris and earth elevation, the energy efficiency was increased as a result of reducing both the computational cost and the amount of raw GNSS data acquired for each position fix. Obviously, when offloading computations to the cloud, the energy consumption attributed to data transmission will increase. To reduce this effect, a framework for pre-transmission compression of GNSS signals was presented in [232] .
E. Driver Behavior Classification
The literature on driver behavior classification is vast and encompasses a wide range of sensors and algorithms. Here, the primary focus is on smartphone-based implementations. What separates smartphone-based methods from other methods is that the former primarily relies on GNSS, accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer data, whereas the latter more often also will make use of OBD data extracted from the controller area network (CAN) bus, vehicle-mounted cameras, electroencephalograms (EEGs), or other high-end sensors [8] , [60] .
Assessments of driver safety are usually performed by detecting driving events that are perceived as dangerous or aggressive. Two of the most commonly studied categories of driving events, which also are of particular interest in insurance telematics [234] , are harsh acceleration 3 and harsh cornering. Today, it is widely accepted that drivers who frequently engage in harsh acceleration and harsh cornering also tend to be involved in more accidents [235] , [150] , get more traffic tickets [153] , and drive in a less eco-friendly manner [236] . The intimate connection between harsh acceleration and harsh cornering is made clear by the fact that the study of harsh cornering usually is considered to be synonymous with the study of horizontal (longitudinal and lateral) acceleration. As shown in [78] , this can be motivated by a kinematic analysis of vehicle rollovers and tire slips. Often, the resulting constraints on a vehicle's acceleration are illustrated using a friction circle as displayed in Fig. 7 . Although both longitudinal and lateral acceleration estimates can be obtained by differentiating GNSS measurements [9] , [237] , the higher sampling rate of accelerometers generally makes them more suitable for the detection of short-lived acceleration events [238] , [239] .
The computation of acceleration estimates in the vehicle frame from smartphone-based accelerometer measurements includes three steps [170] : 1) removal of the gravitational component; 2) rotation of the measurements to the vehicle frame (see Section IV-A); and 3) compensation for bias and noise terms. One solution that can be used to simultaneously estimate the smartphone's attitude, the smartphone-to-vehicle orientation, and the sensor biases was presented in [12] . The impact of random noise can be mitigated by the use of low-pass filters. 4 Although much of the literature on smartphone-based detection of harsh acceleration and harsh cornering has been focused on the estimation of horizontal acceleration, several alternative methods have been proposed. For example, harsh cornering may be detected by using magnetometer [241] or gyroscope [63] measurements to estimate the vehicle's angular velocity; in [242] , harsh braking and cornering was detected by thresholding the vehicle's pitch and roll angles, respectively; [243] and [244] used microphones to detect whether turn signals were employed during critical steering maneuvers (if not, the maneuver was classified as careless).
Another category of driving events that are of interest in driver assessments is lane changing. In similarity with cornering events, lane changes are characterized by pronounced lateral accelerations. To separate these two types of events using sensor measurements, one may use that 1) the vehicle's yaw angle will be approximately the same before and after completing a lane change along a straight road [169] ; and 2) during a lane change, the accumulated displacement along the direction perpendicular to the road is approximately equal to the lane width [243] . In general, neither of these statements will hold for cornering events. When position measurements and map information are available, the separation obviously becomes easier. Sudden or frequent lane changes are often associated with aggressive driving [169] , and have been reported to account for up to 10% of all vehicle crashes [277] .
Two dominant approaches to the detection of aggressive driving events have emerged. In some studies, these will naturally extend to an overall driver risk assessment, whereas others only discuss the classification of individual driving events. The first alternative approach to the detection of driving events is to use thresholding or some type of fuzzy inference [169] . In other words, one would construct rule-based methods based on the validity of a given set of statements regarding the measurements. For example, a harsh braking could be considered to have been detected whenever the estimated longitudinal acceleration falls below (assuming that negative values correspond to decelerations) some predetermined threshold. The second alternative is to study the temporal regularities of the measurements or related test statistics. For example, a harsh braking could be considered to have been detected whenever the IMU measurements over a specified time window are sufficiently similar to some predetermined and manually classified reference templates. A popular method used to assess the similarity between two driving events is dynamic time warping (DTW) [62] , [63] , [238] , [252] . DTW is a time-scale invariant similarity measure, and hence, it enables correct event classifications despite variations in event length. A comparison of DTW and a threshold-based method was conducted in [238] , indicating a performance difference in favor of DTW. However, in [252] , DTW came up short against a naive Bayesian classifier (NBC) that used driving event features to classify events as aggressive or normal. In addition to NBC [153] , driver safety classifications have also been based on machine learning approaches such as artificial neural networks [272] , support vector machines (SVMs) [275] , and k-nearest neighbors [274] . A summary of studies on smartphone-based classifications of driver safety is provided in Table VI . Notable related studies using black boxes or in-vehicle data recorders instead of smartphones can be found in [278] and [279] .
Harsh acceleration, cornering, and lane changing are far from the only driving events of interest in smartphone-based studies of driver safety. For example, swerving or weaving are important events that are similar in nature to lane changes [146] , [244] , [258] , and similarly, speeding has been considered in many related studies [161] , [239] , [241] , [258] , [263] , [264] , [280] . Although speeding detection is straightforward if GNSS measurements are available, IMU-only solutions to speed estimation are of interest for reasons of energyefficiency, availability, and privacy. These solutions can be based on the relation between the vehicle's speed and the vehicle vibrations measured by inertial sensors [281] , [282] , or use that the vehicle speed is inversely proportional to the time that elapses between when the front and rear wheel passes a given road anomaly [164] , [239] . Moreover, the driver behavior can be further characterized by using accelerometers to estimate the current gear [283] .
Smartphone-embedded cameras can be used to assess driver safety by tracking both the road [244] , as well as the behavior of the driver [99] . More so, it is possible to combine these capabilities by rapidly switching between the smartphone's front and rear-facing cameras [284] . This idea was used in [285] to detect drowsy and inattentive driving, tailgating, lane weaving, and harsh lane changes. In [243] , camera-free and camera-based methods for the detection of lane changing were compared in different weather conditions. The camerafree methods outperformed the camera-based both in terms of performance and computational cost.
F. Road Condition Monitoring
Poor road surface conditions can cause damage to vehicles, increase maintenance costs and fuel consumption, reduce driving comfort, and may even increase the risk of accidents [286] . In Britain alone, potholes cause more than £1 million worth of damages to cars every day [274] . Due to the high costs associated with identifying and analyzing road deteriorations using specialized vehicles and equipment, the collection of crowdsourced data from smartphones in passenger vehicles has emerged as an attractive alternative [287] . Typically, related studies will threshold the standard deviation of measurements from smartphone-embedded accelerometers to detect potholes, cracks, speed bumps, or other road anomalies (with accompanying position estimates used to mark their location) [151] , [164] , [169] , [249] , [257] , [288] - [295] . Nonetheless, many variations to this approach have been presented.
Considering the sensor setup, we note that accelerometers in many instances been complemented with magnetometers [274] , [296] , [297] and gyroscopes [128] , [274] , [287] . Other smartphone-based implementations have used 1) GNSS measurements of speed to attempt to remove the speed dependency in the accelerometer features describing a given anomaly [298] ; 2) microphones to record potholeinduced sound signals [299] ; and 3) OBD suspension sensors to measure pothole-induced compressions [263] . Although cameras have been popular in the general field of pothole detection [300] , [301] , camera-based approaches are often considered too computationally expensive for smartphone-based implementations [302] . Moving on to the road assessment, we note that there has been several proposals on how to increase the granularity of detection algorithms that just aim to identify road anomalies in general. For example, [287] used a SVM to differentiate between road-wide anomalies, such as speed bumps and railroad crossings, and one-sided potholes. As noted in [67] , one-sided potholes tend to have a larger effect on the vehicle's pitch angle than road-wide anomalies. Moreover, studies which have aimed to detect potholes have proposed to threshold the speed to reject apparent anomalies caused by curb ramps (typically, curb ramps are approached at low speeds) [67] . In [303] and [304] , it was demonstrated that it is possible to estimate both the depth and length of potholes from accelerometer measurements. This information could then be used to evaluate the priority of specific repairs. Since many drivers will try to avoid driving over potholes, [305] noted that repeated instances of swerving at a given position indicates the presence of a pothole.
Although speed bumps are typically not in need of repairs, efforts have still been directed towards detecting and mapping them [65] , [306] . One of the motivations for this is the creation of early warning systems that could give the driver sufficient time to slow down also in, e.g., low visibility conditions. The estimation of bump height was previously discussed in [256] . Instead of detecting individual anomalies, it is also possible to assess the overall road roughness [307] , [308] . Specifically, [286] and [309] studied how accelerometer measurements relate to the established international roughness index (IRI). Last, we note that while most algorithms for road condition monitoring rely on thresholding techniques, [312] . The device was equipped with a touch-screen, a 2G GSM modem, a USB-connected camera, a GNSS receiver, and an IMU [313] . The display shows the user interface of a nonintrusive vehicle performance application [314] .
some studies have instead employed linear predictive coding [307] , SVMs [287] , [298] , [308] , [310] , k-means clustering [160] , [311] , decision-tree classifiers [128] , or Bayesian networks [274] . Remaining challenges include 1) the development of standardized methods for the detection, classification, and characterization of road anomalies; 2) how to efficiently build a map of anomalies and reject spurious detections; and 3) how to model and consider the effect of vehicle suspension [65] , [304] .
V. SUMMARY, HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE, AND OUTLOOK
The internet of things describes a world where personal devices, vehicles, and buildings are able to communicate, gather information, and take action based on digital data and human input. Some of the most promising applications are found within the field of smartphone-based vehicle telematics, which also was the topic of this survey. As demonstrated by services such as Uber and Waze, the idea of smartphone-based vehicle telematics is to employ the sensing, computation, and communication capabilities of smartphones for the benefit of primary (drivers), secondary (passengers), and tertiary users (bystanders, pedestrians, etc.). The field has been particularly driven by the rapid improvement in smartphone technology seen over the last ten years. This development can be exemplified by the continuous addition of new sensors to devices from the iPhone series, which now come with a GPS-receiver (introduced in the iPhone 3G, in 2008), a digital compass (iPhone 3GS, 2009), a three-axis gyroscope (iPhone 4, 2010), and a GLONASS-receiver (iPhone 4S, 2011), and so forth. For comparison, Fig. 8 shows a pre-smartphone research platform developed at KTH Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden, in 2006.
To begin with, the present study described the information flow that is currently utilized by, e.g., smartphone-based insurance telematics and navigation providers, and emphasized the characteristic feedback-loop that enables users to change their behavior based on the analysis of their data. Notable academic and industrial projects were reviewed, and system aspects such as embedded and complementary sensors, energyefficiency, and cloud computing were examined. Moreover, it was concluded that while the smartphone potentially can function as an enabler for low-cost implementations of, e.g., VANETs and distracted driving solutions, there are often technical difficulties that have to be overcome due to the non-dedicated nature of the device. Since the smartphoneembedded sensors are not fixed with respect to the vehicle, we reviewed methods to estimate the smartphone's orientation and position with respect to some given vehicle frame. Similarly, we presented methods for labeling smartphone data according to transportation mode. Specifically, we noted that data collected from cars can be distinguished from public transport data by considering driving characteristics, timetables, bus routes, rail maps, and personal information. Further, publications on smartphone-based driver classification were categorized based on the used sensors, considered driving events, and applied classification methods. Last, methods for road condition monitoring were reviewed. While smartphones offer a cheap, scalable, and easily implementable alternative to current road monitoring methods, several methodological challenges still remain.
The abundance of smartphones in the traffic is expected to catalyse new advances in, e.g., crowdsourced traffic monitoring, platooning, ridesharing, car security, insurance telematics, and infotainment. However, although the breadth of the literature is continuously expanding, widespread adoption has so far been limited to a narrow set of applications. One of the most important reasons for this is that potential driving forces are often left unconvinced of the monetary or social value of specific ventures. For example, since few industrial partners have detailed data describing both driving behavior and the associated insurance claims over longer periods of time, the value of collecting driving data for insurance companies is still somewhat obscured. Similarly, there is a need to establish and validate standards for commonly encountered challenges such as transportation mode classification, smartphone-tovehicle alignment, driver event detection, and driver scoring. Currently, the literature on these topics is very scattered, with many articles detailing ideas that have already been published elsewhere. Moreover, future implementations may also benefit from improvements in sensor technology, communication standards, and road maps. While some speculate that the increasing number of vehicles being equipped with factoryinstalled telematics systems will eventually make smartphonebased solutions obsolete, smartphones will continue to offer scalable and user-friendly telematics platforms for many years to come. 
